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Beautiful neo-yoon, I appreciate the neocyon I fall sce NEOCYON, I Colorful s NEOCYON, I Halloween NEOCYON, I [WIDE] Par NEOCYON, I Paraglidin NEOCYON, I Moon and S NEOCYON, I [WIDE] Moo NEOCYON, I Wheat fiel NEOCYON, I have 3 elements on lg G3 interface looks very boring that I want to change, that is: status
bar area, soft bar and font. In addition, quick custom buttons - Quick settings - also objects that need to be fixed because it is a little bad. After switching to my settings, I love the interface on my G3 more to customize the bottom, the specification is that your machine needs to be rooted first, just root, no need to change the other recovery.
Changing this interface doesn't damage your machine, so you don't need to be afraid, just read it carefully and understand how to do it.   Here are some of the tools I've changed the look of lg G3, the most active is the G3 Tweaksbox, which was developed by xda forum members. Using LG SmartWorld, the easiest way to change the
theme - another font for the LG G3 is to use the smartworld software that is built into the machine. This software is a warehouse and you can go there to download a new interface, new fonts. However, often I do not like this interface because it is too good to use only a few fonts. 2 - Replace the theme for soft keys with apk file with soft
key, you can download apk file and install it as usual. Once installed, the soft key theme will appear in the area: Settings -&gt; Display -&gt; Touch Button &gt; -Color, the theme for the soft key is very much you can use with G2 as well. Here are some common topics for you to download themes for soft keys (mainly in XDA): [SOFTKEYS]
Softkeys Collection [SOFTKEYS]***Always updated - 10/08***. With the options below, you need to root the machine. Rooting the machine and following these instructions does not damage your machine, so just look carefully and get it right. Repeat reference: Root guide instead of recovery for LG G3 3 - Replace fonts with the selection
of iFont Smartworld above also gives many fonts to choose from, but I don't like fonts in So I rooted and installed iFont, this software has more fonts to use. You can also set up another font and then use iFont to apply it, but it's a little more complicated. The overall change with the G3 Tweaksbox G3 Tweaksbox is a mod that works along
the Xposed background, it synthesizes many different tweaks and sells for 40k well deserved. Some tweaks I made with G3 Tweaksbox enable mod color bar: Enable theme sync for software. The same effect as in the article: [Xposed] Light color status bar - Change status bar color according to the color of android app status bar (select
the status bar icon changer -&gt; AOSP): Because the lg G3's default wifi wave battery icon looks too boring instead of AOSP, it's immediately beautiful. There are also other tweaks you can try. Navigation bar (soft key): In section 2, the theme is already edited, and here the main option is to change the size (height change) of the soft key
area, depending on the theme you use (in part 2), but choose the appropriate height, I prefer to tighten up to adapt to 24dp to scale the button up. There are also other customizations that you can explore, do not forget to reboot after each customization 5 - change the emoji to the style of Android or iOS Promotion 1, partly because I
usually chat zalo with iOS users, so when they send emoji it's different. So the option to change emoji to iOS style is very good, you can also convert it to Android style as well: download NotoColorEmoji_Google.ttf or NotoColorEmoji_IOS.ttf ES Explorer file to copy the newly downloaded file (1 in 2, Google or ios) to /system/font/rename
notoEmColoroji.ttf file to NotoColorEmoji NotoColorEmoji_IOS.ttf NotoColorEmoji_Google.ttf.ttf Change the permission to rw-r-r-- restart the top restart is a simple tweak for the LG G3 after adjusting the machine is more beautiful and of course. Have fun with your G3 and don't forget to share your experience!  Other news, menus,
favorites, other home media, similar - In addition to page 2, byu post / [deleted]5 3 years ago 3 comments
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